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Introduction

What is ideology? Hegemony? How can we discover marginal values (some of them alternative, some others transgressive or subversive) in the loopholes (faultlines) of a text? Which strategies of resistance to hegemonic ideas can we find in a cultural artefact (a literary text, a newspaper article, a movie, or an image)? Why is a text made out of many other texts? What is a reverse discourse strategy? How many memory frames can we find in a literary discourse? What is official history? What is counter-history? These are just some of the fascinating questions that we will be discussing in this course. My main goal is to facilitate some useful tools and reading strategies that may help students to interpret a literary text.

Contents

Literary texts can be analyzed as literary “sites of contest” (Raymond Williams 1973) whereby a number of different voices merge and collide. The aim of this course is not only to learn some strategies to read the ideologically dominant values (hegemony) which take up the central position of the texts, but also to unearth those marginal voices that have been muffled, silenced or simply erased. Special attention will be paid to parody as a strategy of genre-deviation (Hutcheon 2000) and to some other “reverse discourse” elements (Foucault 1978) in American fiction. Genre is never a fixed, immutable concept, and the principle of genre-bending plays a key role in the production of meaning of any literary text. Through epistemic frictions and counter-memory we resurrect violent exclusions, tensions, struggles and clashes that were erased and forgotten.

Aims

To analyze dominant/emergent/residual elements in any given artistic text. Read and apply Raymond Williams’ article (1973) in order to be able to distinguish establishment values and marginal ideas in a selection of texts.
Read and discuss Medina’s article (2011) on counter-memory, epistemic friction and guerrilla pluralism in order to grasp the critic's task of resurrecting and/or desubjugating knowledges. Gramsci’s seminal idea of hegemony as a negotiable, perpetually threatened and recreated system, as opposed to Althusser’s economic determinism, will be amply discussed.
Read and discuss Jan Assman’s binary model of memory and be able to identify how memory frames (communicative and cultural) operate in a literary discourse.
To analyze modality (direct point of view) and vocabulary (indirect point of view) of a given text to elicit the ideological conflicts which permeate its linguistic structure. Read and apply Roger Fowler’s ideas to a selection of excerpts taken from American short fiction in informal response papers.
To identify and locate the genre/subgenre and its linguistic components of any short
story through a study of the commonest genres used by the author: melodrama, frontier story, Gothic tale, tall tale, detective/crime story, local color fiction, etc. To identify and locate the components of a genre which have been erased, disrupted, dislocated and parodied. Students must read and apply Hutcheon’s postmodern notion of parody and Foucault’s “reverse discourse” strategies to a number of short stories discussed in class.

Assignments will consist of short essays based on readings, informal writings in class, and oral presentations and class discussion on debatable topics. Papers must be discussed with the instructor during office hours. The grade distribution will be: 30% will be given to the short response papers; 10% will be given to in-class discussions; the remaining 60% will be given to the final exam. Class attendance is mandatory.

Set Reading

Excerpts of O. Henry stories distributed in class.

Movie viewed in class

Speedy (1928). Dir. Ted Wilde.
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